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  Grouped votes Tot.Resp. Q.Average

 Evaluation: Overall, I would rate this course (1= Poor, 5= Excellent)

  13 4.62

 Evaluation: The course objectives were clearly defined (1= Strongly disagree, 5= Strongly agree)

  13 4.69

 Evaluation: The grading policy was clearly explained (1= Strongly disagree, 5= Strongly agree)

  13 4.31

 Evaluation: The professor actively furthers student learning and understanding (1= Strongly disagree, 5= Strongly agree)

  13 4.62

 Evaluation: The professor communicated the subject matter effectively (1= Strongly disagree, 5= Strongly agree)

  13 4.62

 Evaluation: The professor was well prepared for class (1= Strongly disagree, 5= Strongly agree)

  13 4.85

 Evaluation: The teaching materials helped achieve course objectives (1= Strongly disagree, 5= Strongly agree)

  13 4.54
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What are the strengths and weaknesses of the course?

The professor is extremely knowledgeable on the subject.
I loved this course. I learned a great deal about a topic that is often not taught in colleges.
Strengths: The teacher was very interested in furthering student knowledge and understanding. He was very engaging and took us on
field trips and interacted well with us. Weakness: The amount of time we had on the midterm was not sufficient.
The strengths are it is a thorough and interesting class. The cons are the amount of time given for the exams.
Strength: very knowledgable in this subject, listens to students and their views weakness: Doesn't cover much course material
This course is extremely clear and goes into adequate detail into the Genocides being discussed throughout the semester
This class is very informative of a very intense topic. It is handled well with many activities and discussion that better the students
understanding. No weaknesses.
Strengths: everything was well defined and the readings were focused
Strength - Very interesting material Weakness - Reading is very extensive
Strengths: Specific and interesting subject material, clear expectations
Very interesting class
idk

What are the strengths and weaknesses of the professor?

He has no weaknesses. He brings his A game to every class.
The professor was well prepared, very knowledgeable and made the class engaging
The professor is very knowledgeable on the subject and prepared for class.
Strengths: Very engaging, funny, prepared, passionate Weakness: does not clearly define grading policy
The strengths of the professor are that he is always well prepared and informative. The cons are he is sometimes intimidating and
seems like he does not have the time to answer all of the questions outside of class.
Strength: Good teacher Weakness: strong accent
He is extremely gifted, and quite possibly the greatest living professor of all time. No cap! He is a unicorn in a field of regular corns.
This is the greatest professor you will ever have. Cherish him like a massive well polished diamond. He is the most unique and
passionate professor. Without him this course would not be nearly as amazing. He has no flaws.
Strengths: The professor was challenging and expected a lot from us, so it helped us grow as students.
Strength - Clearly an expert on the topic Weakness - Sometimes loses my attention during a long lecture
Strengths: articulate, clearly explained subject matter, passion for subject matter, approachable.
One of the best professors I have ever had
He could have managed his time better, we ran out of time a lot and I think the tests were too intensive for the amount of time given.

Any other comments?

N/A
An absolutely wonderful class I would take again.
Love this course. Very interesting and super engaging.
This course was fantastic and I wish I could sit down with and get to know the professor
N/A


